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Daily commitment to good hand hygiene will help to protect not only yourself, but also
those around you, against life-threatening infections every single day.

How? Well, most of the germs that make us sick are transferred through direct or indirect
contact with contaminated hands or surfaces. Our hands carry on average 3,200 different
germs belonging to more than 150 species – of which some can be harmful and cause
infection – and improved handwashing technique can reduce their transmission.

Can you separate myth from fact when it comes to good hand hygiene? – Test your
handwashing knowledge below:

1. ‘I should only use warm water to wash my hands with’ – Myth or Fact?

Myth! Water temperature does not impact the effectiveness of hand-washing. You can
use warm, lukewarm or cold water to wet your hands and begin the handwashing
process.

 2. ‘The palm of the hand is the most commonly missed area during hand
washing’ – Myth or Fact?

Myth! Fingertips and thumbs are actually most commonly missed. Be sure to lather soap
all over your hands, including the thumbs, backs of hands, between your fingers and, of
course, under your fingernails.

3. ‘You should scrub your hands for 20 seconds, about how long it takes to sing
happy birthday twice’ – Myth or Fact?



Fact! While you might feel a bit silly singing to yourself every time you wash your hands,
try to hum the tune of “happy birthday” in your head twice to remind yourself how long it
takes to scrub hands thoroughly. This will help to ensure you scrub for long enough to
remove more germs from your hands – 20 seconds in total.

4. ‘Using a standing bowl of water is sufficient to rinse my hands clean’ – Myth
or Fact?

Myth! Using a bowl of standing water can actually increase the risk of contamination.5
Rinse your hands well under clean, running water so that bacteria are washed away. Also,
remember to keep your hands pointing down so that the contaminated rinse water
washes away instead of running up to your wrists and elbows!

5. ‘I don’t need to dry my hands once I have washed them’ – Myth or Fact?

Myth! Damp hands, compared to dry ones, transfer thousands more micro-organisms. So
it is important to dry your hands using a clean towel or air dryer after you’ve washed
them.

 

Want to learn more about proper handwashing techniques? Check out our new video!
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